
Year 6 life skills...

Each week we think it would be great for our to learn 2 new life 
skills. This week we would like you to have a go at:
● Write a letter to a member of your family, address it and post it
● Learn how to use the washing machine
We would love you send us photos of you learning these new skills. 
We will try and upload photos of us doing the same thing! 



Maths- Subtraction!

Hello 6! A huge ‘well done!’for all of your effort with your home learning last week - you 
smashed it and addition is looking awesome!

This week, in maths, we are moving onto SUBTRACTION. We will recap methods, tips, tricks 
and most effective or efficient ways to tackle problems linked to subtraction. Remember, you 
are all fantastic mathematicians with an incredible set of skills, that will enable you to tackle 
various different problems and challenges! Sometimes a written method is needed, other times 
it will be best to use a mental method and other times it may be helpful to check using the 
INVERSE.

Have a look (and giggle) at these videos to think about the hows and whys of subtraction:
https://www.bbc.co.uk/bitesize/topics/zy2mn39/articles/zc78srd
https://www.bbc.co.uk/bitesize/topics/zy2mn39/articles/zyhdfcw

As well as the task that we have set, your Mymaths will have some tasks for you to complete. 



Maths- Subtraction
Do it:

35,641 - 11,490

847,500 - 29,487

6,706,122 - 3,519,013
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Maths- Subtraction!

Just for fun!

Why?

Prove it!





World War 2 - The Blitz 
This week we will be look at the Blitz during WW2. Please 
remember that these are only suggested activities for you to 
complete - if there is something else you would like to do around 
our topic, please feel free!
This week you have 4 activities:
● Answer questions about the Blitz and present your information 

however you choose
● Write a story as if you had just experienced a night of the Blitz
● Research/draw/make either an Anderson or Morrison shelter. 
● Create a piece of artwork based on the Blitz. 



Research and find the answer to these questions about the Blitz and present your 
information however you choose.  

You might want to create a poster, a newspaper report, record yourself reading a 
speech as if you were Winston Churchill - you can present this information however you 

like!

1. What was the Blitz and who was responsible for it?

2. Where the did the name Blitz come from?

3. When did it happen and how long did it last for?

4. Was it just people in London who were affected by the Blitz?

5. Why did the Germans feel that the Blitz would be a good idea?

6. What did the British people do in order to survive the Blitz? What new jobs and 

routines were created?



Write a story as if you have just experienced a night in the Blitz. You could write it as if 
you were a child in the Blitz, an air raid warden, a german bomber - think carefully 

about what this experience would have been like for your character.

Make sure you:
● Describe the setting adjectives, nouns, personification, metaphors, smilies, senses
● Build up suspense and action using short sentences and punctuation. Don’t tell the 

reader everything at once - keep some information back. 
● Describe the characters emotions and feelings - make the reader feel something too.
● Include some speech - remember we want the speech to move the story on. 

One the next slide is a planning sheet you can type your ideas into. 
You might want to watch this video to give you an idea of what London would have looked 
like during the Blitz https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=clKxrDza1d8



Story title:

Opening: Set the scene, description of setting, atmosphere and 
character

Build up: what goes wrong? Start to build up suspense, characters 
feeling starts to change, moving location 

Climax: Main action, powerful verbs and lots of descriptive 
language, sentences of 3 (3 verbs) to keep pace.

Resolution: Everything starts to return to normal - character 
emotions and feelings, link back to the start of the story somehow 



Research and then draw or make your own Anderson or Morrison Shelter.  You can send 
us photos of your finished drawing or model. 

Think about:
- What materials it would be made of and why.
- What would be needed inside in order to survive.
- Why is it built in a certain shape.



Use these images as your inspiration to create a piece of artwork based on the Blitz. You 
can use whatever resources you have available to you at home.




